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Subject: make TC-1 more flexible but not more suburban

From: Kirk Westphal   
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2024 12:36 PM 
To: Planning <Planning@a2gov.org> 
Cc: Disch, Lisa <LDisch@a2gov.org> 
Subject: make TC-1 more flexible but not more suburban 

Greetings ORC: 

Thank you for thinking through some of the potential improvements to TC-1 in the light of the draft petition at 
State and Eisenhower. 

I think TC-1 is an excellent zone overall.  I think it guides form and density in a way that can allow the evolution 
of new residential and local- and regional-serving commercial areas in a walkable, urban fashion. (I'm 
chomping at the bit for it to be applied to Washtenaw!) 

Some reactions to the staff memo follow. 

Agreement  

 There are good reasons to provide more flexibility in the allowable block and building length.
 Parking structures should be allowed at-grade on non-corridor-facing streets.

Disagreement 

 Please do not weaken the streetwall requirement. Allowing more empty space on block faces
runs counter to the urban, walkable “downtown-like streetscapes” intent of TC-1.

In my view, the current allowance of plazas in downtown should not be a rationale for allowing plazas in 
TC-1, but rather a reason to eliminate this from our downtown zoning.  Where are the attractive plazas or 
recessed first floors downtown?  The majority of them — typically adjacent to 1970-80s-era buildings — 
are dead zones that detract from the pedestrian experience because we do not have any design 
standards for them.  As we re-learn periodically, making urban “open space” an attraction rather than a 
repellent is notoriously difficult to achieve.  Our best-loved blocks don’t have gaps and dead zones.  I ask 
that you not expand this error to TC-1. 

Further, the proposal exposes a flaw that I didn’t anticipate: weak corners.  My understanding of TC-1’s 
treatment of corners (i.e., within 100’ needs to be nonresidential on the ground floor) was that it was 
meant to make sure that at least our major intersections had a strong identity and were reserved for 
some kind of commercial presence at street level.  It frankly never occurred to me that a developer would 
want to avoid an opportunity to use a significant corner for retail or office.  I think it would be a mistake to 
allow petitioners to leave a major corner empty and call it a “park.”  (Can anyone think of successful 
parks overlooking acres of asphalt?)   
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 Instead of accommodating the request for more gaps on a block face, I request that you take 
this opportunity to require the opposite: 

1) the first 100’ of corners must be occupied by a building 

2) the first floor is required to have commercial space, and preferably active uses (retail/restaurant, 
not office or financial)*.  I’ve been informed that the code currently effectively says, “There may not 
be residential units on the street level within 100’,” which in my opinion was not the intent of 
regulating the ground floor. 

 

 Please do not allow driveways or any empty spaces to be exempted from the frontage 
requirements.   

The current 70-75% frontage requirement is appropriate because it mandates a street presence 
regardless of number and width of driveways and other interruptions to the building fabric — which is the 
determining factor of a walkable, urban environment.  Changing this to focus on the percentage of 
buildings that are “excluded from the maximum setback” I believe confuses the issue.  If these 
exceptions are expanded, it’s likely that close to half of a block face could have no buildings!   

 
 
Small suggestion 

 I’d recommend changing the wording to identify major intersections without using the word 
“signalized” because some intersections may become roundabouts.  Perhaps intersections 
where the combined ROW measurements are >X?) 

 
Question 

 I cannot identify the section this clause refers to: “Buildings that are not townhouses or 
apartment buildings must meet the design requirements provided in Section 
5.17.6.C.2.”  There are design requirements for “mixed-use” buildings (the definition of which is 
also unclear to me) for TC-1, and stoops are required for townhouse buildings, but are there 
design requirements for non-townhouse residential buildings?  Could they have a solid wall 
facing the corridor?  If so, can this be remedied? 

 
*I believe it is not appropriate to mandate retail uses in the vast majority of cases, but I feel strongly that 1) the core shopping blocks of our downtown districts and 
2) the major corners of TC-1 are the critical exceptions. 
 
Thank you for reading, and I'm happy to answer questions. 
 
Regards, 
Kirk Westphal 
734-660-9955 
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